The optimal location and sizing of distributed generation is a suitable option for improving the operation of electric systems. This paper proposes a parallel implementation of the Population-Based Incremental Learning (PBIL) algorithm to locate distributed generators (DGs), and the use of Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) to define the size those devices. The resulting method is a master-slave hybrid approach based on both the parallel PBIL (PPBIL) algorithm and the PSO, which reduces the computation time in comparison with other techniques commonly used to address this problem. Moreover, the new hybrid method also reduces the active power losses and improves the nodal voltage profiles. In order to verify the performance of the new method, test systems with 33 and 69 buses are implemented in Matlab, using Matpower, for evaluating multiple cases. Finally, the proposed method is contrasted with the Loss Sensitivity Factor (LSF), a Genetic Algorithm (GA) and a Parallel Monte-Carlo algorithm. The results demonstrate that the proposed PPBIL-PSO method provides the best balance between processing time, voltage profiles and reduction of power losses.
Introduction
In recent years, grid operators have been forced by new regulations and incentives imposed by grid regulators to improve the operating conditions of their electrical grids, such as power losses, voltage profiles, line loadability and harmonic distortion index [1] . For this reason, several works have been carried out to improve the technical conditions of electrical grids with the lowest investment possible [2] . Some of those solutions include the reconfiguration of the Distribution System (DS) [3] , the installation of capacitor banks [4] , implementation of solid-state synchronous compensators [5] , installation of voltage regulators [6] , integration of energy storage systems [7] and the installation of Distributed Generators (DGs) [8] . In particular, the integration of DGs into an electrical grid is, nowadays, strongly discussed because it enables the combination of conventional and non-conventional (renewable) energy sources.
The installation of DGs in a DS has been extensively discussed in literature [2, 9, 10] . Moreover, those works have also discussed the improvements provided by DSs into the technical criteria of the grid and, as additional product, the reduction of the pollution caused by oil-based are applicable to small solution spaces only. It is worth noting that, in recent years, most researchers have focused their efforts on providing solutions to the DGs sizing problem and, in many cases, have addressed the location problem using sensitivity indicators [21, 25] . Evolutionary algorithms have been also used to face this problem [22, 23] due to the satisfactory results given by this type of optimization techniques in non-convex mixed-integer nonlinear problems [26] , which is the type of problem describing the location of DGs in DS [27] . However, such an approach becomes ineffective as the distribution systems grow because, as the solution space expands and the complexity of the problem increases, the computation time becomes longer and the possibility of falling into a local optima increases, which, in most cases, fails to provide a good solution for the system. This paper provides a hybrid solution based on a Parallel implementation of the Population-Based Incremental Learning (PBIL) algorithm and the Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm for both locating and sizing problems, respectively. The Parallel Population-Based Incremental Learning (PPBIL) is based on the traditional PBIL algorithm [28] , which belongs to the family of Estimation of Distribution Algorithms (EDAs) [29, 30] . The PBIL algorithm uses probabilities to find the set of elements providing the best impact on the problem, modifying the learning rate to control the exploration of the solution space and the processing time of the algorithm. Additionally, this technique presents simplicity in terms of memory consumption and computational complexity [31] . Those characteristics have been exploited in sensor networks, power system controller and Multiprocessor-System-On-Chip design, among others [32] [33] [34] , to achieve satisfactory results. The previous problems exhibit similar mathematical formulation and problem codification in comparison with the DGs location, hence this paper proposes the PBIL algorithm as a starting point for developing a more efficient solution.
The algorithm adopted to define the location of DGs must explore a solution space that increases with the size of the system. Moreover, such an algorithm must execute a large amount of power flow analyses to find a good solution, hence a time-efficient approach is required [35] . Therefore, to extend the exploration of the solution space using the PBIL algorithm, without significantly increasing the processing time, this paper proposes a parallel implementation of the PBIL (PPBIL). The resulting PPBIL solution provides short convergence times and satisfactory grid performance.
On the other hand, the PSO has been extensively used in literature [20, 22, 36] to address the DGs sizing problem. The mathematical model, adopted in this paper, to represent the sizing problem is based on a weighted single-objective function designed to minimize both active power losses and voltage square error, however such a model also includes a penalty to control the penetration level of the DGs into the DS.
The effectiveness of the PPBIL was evaluated with respect to the Genetic Algorithm (GA) [20] and LSF [21] , which are techniques commonly used in the location of DGs [25, 37] . Moreover, the PPBIL performance was contrasted with the parallel implementation of the Monte-Carlo (PMC) algorithm presented in [38] , which is applied to the location and sizing of DGs. To provide a fair comparison, the same PSO sizing technique was used to support all the location algorithms. The tests consider three cases: installation of one, two or three DGs into 33 and 69 bus test systems; in all the cases the main generator remains located at the slack node. Finally, the simulation tests were carried out on Matlab using the Matpower tool to run the load flows.
The rest of the paper is organized as follow. Section 2 presents the formulation of the problem for the optimal location and sizing of DGs. Then, Section 3 describes the PBIL algorithm and Section 4 introduces the parallel PBIL (PPBIL) solution used to locate the DGs. Section 5 summarizes the proposed method for optimal location and sizing of DGs into a DS, which is validated using the simulations presented in Section 6. Finally, the conclusions given in Section 7 close the paper.
Problem Formulation
This section is devoted to the formulation of the problem of locating and sizing DGs. This process is first addressed by defining the objective function, then the set of restrictions associated to the problem are discussed.
Optimal Location and Sizing of DGs
The problem is formulated with a weighted single-objective function that combines the objectives of reducing active power losses and improving the voltage profiles by reducing the voltage square error, along with a penalty for limiting the maximum level of penetration of the DGs into the DS. Those criteria were selected on the basis of classic operating restrictions of distribution grids (power balance and operating limits) [20] .
The adopted single-objective function is a standard representation commonly used to improve the two principal technical aspects of the electrical power systems [16, 20, 21, 25] , the only difference being the limitation of the DGs penetration. Therefore, this type of objective-function is in agreement with the approaches traditionally used for the locating and sizing of DGs in DS [39, 40] , which enables a fair comparison with other published solutions.
The objective function Z to be minimized in this application is presented in Equation (1), which depends on two weights (w1, w2) used to normalize the functions f 1 and f 2 at the same units of the active power injection limit (Pen Gen ).
The function f 1 represents the active power losses in the DS (2), while the function f 2 is the square error in the voltage profiles of the system in Equation (3). In those expressions V i and V j denote the bus voltages at nodes i and j, V base represents the base voltage of the system, θ ij is the angle between voltages V i and V j , g ij is the conductance between nodes i and j, and Ω B is the set of all the branches of the system [41] .
Finally, Equation (4) presents the expression used to define Pen Gen , which affects the objective function when the DGs maximum penetration limit is violated. In expression (4), Pg i represents the power generated at bus i by the DGs, Pg Max is the maximum level of active power allowed to be injected into the system by the DGs, and FS Gen is a normalization factor for the penalty.
Constraints
In order to define the set of restrictions, all the parameters in the system are presented in Figure 1 . The diagram represents the DS composed of the output (i) and input (j) buses, the parameters of the line (R ij , X ij ) and a load assigned to the input bus (j). The set of constraints is presented by Equations (5) to (9) . The constraints (5) and (6) represent the bus balance of active and reactive power in the system, respectively. In such expressions Qg i is the reactive power injected into bus i, Pd i and Qd i are the active and reactive power demanded at bus i, δ i and δ j represent the voltage angles at buses i and j, and Y ij is the admittance of the line ij.
Equations (7) and (8) represent the limits of bus voltage and current capacity of the system feeders. In those equations V i max and V i min are the maximum and minimum limits of the nodal voltage in the system, i ij is the current of the line ij, and i max ij is the maximum current limit allowed in that line.
Finally, the restriction (9) models the capacity limits of the DGs. Such a restriction enables the solution of the model without considering generators outside of those ranges. In expression (9) , Pg i max and Pg i min correspond to the maximum and minimum limits of active power injection allowed for the DGs, which constrain the injection levels (penetration) of the DGs.
Overview of Population-Based Incremental Learning (PBIL)
The PBIL algorithm [28] belongs to the family of EDAs, which have been successfully applied to combinatorial optimization problems [42] [43] [44] , which is the type of problem this paper is facing. Instead of using the classic genetic operators, the EDAs implement automatic learning techniques to estimate a probability distribution associated with the best solution presented by the population, and such a probabilistic model is used to create new candidate solutions [45] . Moreover, the control of the learning rate in each iteration enable to modify the size of the solution space to be explored affecting the processing time [46] . This optimization technique is based on a matrix arrangement that represents all the solution space and stores the probabilities of occurrence of the best solutions to the problem. Such a matrix, known as probability matrix (P), is used to generate the population of individuals, from which the best option should be selected by the objective function. Subsequently, P is updated at each iteration. The main feature of the PBIL algorithm concerns the ability to control the solution space and convergence times by manipulating the learning rate (LR) and the stopping criterion [47] . According to the requirements of the problem, it is possible to select the type (linear, exponential, sigmoidal and bell-shaped) and the maximum and minimum limits of the LR. As stopping criterion, the PBIL algorithm adopts the entropy (E), which is responsible for indicating how disperse the data in the probability matrix are. The entropy can be selected to expand the search space, since a small tolerance value forces the algorithm to extend its exploration. The following is a simple and practical way of implementing the PBIL algorithm:
Step 1. Assign initial conditions: First, the algorithm is set with the initial conditions to carry out the iterative process. The following is a description of each condition.
• Population size (N): Number of individuals generated at each iterative cycle of the algorithm. This number depends on the size of the solution space and the desired evaluation spectrum. Then, the initial population is randomly constructed.
• Initial probability: Provides the probability matrix for the initial parameters. In this step the same probability 1/m is assigned to each element to be considered in the solution of the problem, providing in this way a fair initial condition. For the binary case discussed here, the initial probability is 0.5 since there are only two options (locate or not a generator in the node).
•
Learning rate (LR) type and maximum-minimum limits: LR can be defined in multiple forms, e.g., linear, exponential, sigmoidal and bell-shaped. The assignment of minimum and maximum limits in the range (0-1) enable to control the convergence time and the size of the solution space to be explored [47] .
• Stopping criterion (E TOL ): Defines the stopping condition of the algorithm. For this purpose, an assigned entropy tolerance is in charge of ending the iterative process, i.e., when the entropy reaches that value the algorithm stops. The search intensity of the algorithm depends on the selection of this tolerance; a small tolerance will result in a wider exploration of the solution space.
Step 2. Initialize the probability matrix (P): To construct the probability matrix, the total number of elements to be considered in the solution defines the number of columns (n) of P, as it is depicted in Figure 2 . The number of rows of P corresponds to the number of options (m) available for each element. Therefore, each element of P represents the probability of selecting a given option (row) for each element (column). For a binary case there are only two options (m = 2), hence each element could be considered, or not, to be present into the problem solution. Instead, for a problem in which more options are available for each individual the value of m will be different [34] . At the beginning of the iterative process, all the probabilities are set to the same value (1/m) to enable the exploration of the complete solution space. Moreover, the probability matrix must to satisfy constraint of Equation (10), in which P (j,k) is the probability of the option j to be selected for the element h. Therefore, the expression (10) ensures that the sum of all the probabilities of a given option is equal to 1, i.e., avoiding an accumulative probability higher that 100 %.
Step 3. Generate the population according to the probability matrix: At each iteration of the algorithm, a new population of N individuals is generated based on the information stored in matrix P. The goal is to create a new population that incorporates the probability of each option into each element of the solution.
Step 4. Evaluate the objective function for the new population: Each individual in the population is evaluated using the objective function of the problem, storing the resulting value in a vector of N size. Such a vector is used to compare the optimality of the individuals.
Step 5. Select the best individual in the population: Based on the comparison of objective function values for all the individuals in the population, the fittest individual presenting the most appropriate solution is selected. The lowest value is selected when a minimization problem is being addressed; in the case of a maximization problem, it is selected the highest one.
Step 6. Update the probability matrix based on the knowledge about the best individual and learning rate: Based on the information provided by the selected solution, the P values are updated. This increases the probability of occurrence of the element presented in the selected solution and, consequently, reduces the probability of the other possible solutions [34, 47] . The latter is achieved by applying the updating processes described by Equations (11) and (12) to the probability matrix.
In the previous equations P (i,j) Act is the update of the probability of position (i, j); P (i,j) New is the new value of the probability at position (i, j); and P (i,j) Old is the non-updated probability of position (i, j). The index k refers to the option associated with the best solution found for the element j. As a result, the probability associated with row k increases and the probabilities of the other rows decrease, thus maintaining the ratio given in Equation (10) . The size of the probabilities incremented in P depends on factor LR, which is updated at each iteration, thus enabling control of the convergence rate of the PBIL algorithm.
Step 7. Calculate the learning rate (LR): The type and limits of the learning rate were selected in Step 1. The calculation of the learning rate depends on the established limits and the entropy of the probability matrix, as shown in Equation (13), which is a suitable function introduced in [47] . The selection of the limits depends on the convergence and desired computation times of the algorithm, since it affects the updating of the probability matrix as previously reported in Equation (11) .
Step 8. Calculate entropy (E): This is a measure of how distributed the values of P are, and it must be updated at each iteration of the algorithm. The maximum value of E is 1, which indicates that the probabilities in P are completely disperse; the minimum value of E is 0, which indicates that the probability matrix converges to an optimal solution. Equation (14) describes the mathematical formulation to calculate the entropy, which has been normalized to obtain the previously described range [47] . E < E TOL was implemented as the stopping criterion of the iterative process of the PBIL algorithm.
Steps 9. Select and evaluate the solution based on matrix P: When the PBIL algorithm converges, it provides the probability matrix with the information about the solution exhibiting the best conditions. Hence, the best solution is obtained by means of the selection and evaluation of the individual based on P.
Finally, Figure 3 presents the flowchart of the PBIL algorithm, which illustrates the iterative process and each step of the algorithm. 
Parallel PBIL Algorithm (PPBIL)
Nowadays, engineers must to take advantage of the processors and graphics cards parallel capability to extract the higher value possible from those devices [48, 49] . Moreover, parallel processing devices also enable us to significantly decrease the calculation time needed by optimization techniques, such as the PBIL algorithm. The parallelization of the PBIL algorithm takes place in the evaluation of each individual of the population, i.e., Step 4 of the PBIL algorithm. Such a step was selected since that is the stage requiring higher computational effort. Moreover, the variation of the population size depends on the problem being solved, thus enabling evaluation of different individuals in parallel will shorten the computation time with respect to the serial PBIL implementation.
The parallelization limit is defined by the number of workers (W) available in the processor. This is why, when the number of individuals of the population (N) is selected, the equipment to be used should be carefully analyzed, so that the number of individuals is not higher than the number of workers. Otherwise, the computation times would increase, approximately, the number of times such a value is exceeded. When each individual is analyzed by a worker, as a result, the population is analyzed in groups of up to W. In addition, the number of iterations (B) for evaluating all the individuals of the population is calculated as B = N/W. Therefore, with the use of parallel processing, the number of iterations to evaluate the population is significantly reduced in comparison with the traditional (serial) implementation. The flowchart presented in Figure 4 shows the PPBIL algorithm, in which the parallelization only affects the evaluation of the objective function of different individuals in the population, the rest of the algorithm is the same of the serial PBIL. 
Sizing and Location of DGs Using PPBIL-PSO
In order to develop the strategy for optimal location and sizing of DGs, the mathematical model described in Section 2 is solved. This is achieved by adopting a master-slave approach between the PPBIL and PSO algorithms as it is illustrated in Figure 5 . For this application the PPBIL is assigned in the master role, locating the generators, and the PSO algorithm [50] is the slave responsible for sizing the generators and evaluating the objective function of the individuals in the population. Such a PSO function was selected due to the satisfactory results reported in literature concerning the sizing of DGs [8, 20, 22, 36] . Both stages use a vector of (|Ω N | − 1) elements for their codification, except for the Slack node, which is always occupied by the main generator of the grid. Moreover, a binary codification is used for the location: if a position of the vector has a 1, it means that the associated generator is proposed for installation, otherwise, it has a 0 (no installation of the generator). Figure 6 presents an example of such a codification, in which generators are installed at buses 2, 4 and (|Ω N | − 1). In order to size the DGs, it is necessary to propose a continuous codification that enables to assign the power values to be injected by each generator. Such values should be within the allowed ranges of generation for each DG (maximum and minimum values). Figure 6 presents an example of the sizing codification, in which the maximum power allowed to be injected by the generators is 1.1 MW (assigned to bus 4) and the minimum is 0 MW (assigned to buses 3 and (|Ω N | − 2)). 
Performance Evaluation and Practical Tests
To evaluate the performance of the proposed solution, test systems with 33 and 69 buses were implemented [51] due to their widespread use as benchmarks for this problem [4, 8, 21, 24, 25] . Those test systems exhibit high power losses levels and square error in the voltage profiles, providing two different sizes for the solution space. Is worth noting that the test system with 69 buses was derived from a portion of the Pacific Gas and Electric Company's (PG&E) distribution system based in California (USA) [52] , hence it is considered as a mono-phase equivalent circuit of a real system.
In those test systems, all the buses, except for the Slack node, were considered as candidates for DGs installation. Therefore, the probability matrix of the PPBIL algorithm used for locating the DGs has two options: Option 1 indicates that a generator will be installed in the corresponding node, while Option 2 indicates that the generator will not be installed in that node. Besides, the maximum and minimum injection power limits for each generator were defined as 0 W and 1.2 MW, respectively. Such values are selected following the case analyzed in [20] , however those limits depend on the application and power system under study [53] .
The mathematical model described in Section 2 was implemented for both 33 and 69 bus systems. In both test systems the aim is to reduce active power losses and voltage square error, also constraining the level of penetration of the DGs. The weighting factors of the objective function (1) used for both systems were (w1 = 0.1461) and (w2 = 0.2052), which have been tuned by successive iterations of the method. Moreover, three test scenarios were implemented for each test system: the installation of 1, 2 and 3 DGs. In all cases, the maximum penetration allowed for distributed generation was 40% of the power injected by the Slack node under non-distributed generation conditions. This limit was set to control the level of penetration following the recommendation given in [54] . Therefore, the main generator is always present at the Slack node.
To illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed method, a comparison was made with three different strategies traditionally used to locate DGs. The first location strategy is the Loss Sensitive Factor (LSF) [21] , which is a heuristic technique based on determining the most sensitive buses in the system suitable to install the DGs. It starts with the bus that presents the worse scenario. Then, in the descending order, it selects from this list the total number of generators to be installed. This method presents relatively short computation times, but it can be trapped into a local optima. Finally, it is worth noting that this method does not use any exhaustive or evolutionary process to move forward. The second technique used for comparison purposes is the Genetic Algorithm (GA) [20] , which is a population-based metaheuristic method that allows for a quality solution by means of a process of selection, recombination and mutation of the individuals [55] [56] [57] . The third strategy is the Monte-Carlo method [38] , which is a non-deterministic algorithm aimed at solving computational problems using repeated random sampling of possible solutions. Those solutions are statistically analyzed to determine the one with higher rate occurrence. In this algorithm the error decreases almost proportionally to the number of iterations selected for the implementation. The work reported in [38] describes a PMC algorithm designed to locate and size DGs, with the aims of reducing the power losses and providing short computation times.
The four location approaches (LSF, GA, PMC and PPBIL) are supported by the same PSO for the DGs sizing process. This strategy enables a fair comparison between those location techniques. The parameters of the GA, PMC and PPBIL location algorithms are listed in Table 1 , while the parameters of the PSO sizing algorithm are listed in Table 2 . It is worth noting that LSF is a sensitivity indicator, hence it does not require initial conditions and optimization parameters as reported in [21, 25] . 
The characteristics of the DGs sizing problem changes for every individual generated by the location algorithms, hence the stopping criterion and the size of the population of particles of the PSO algorithm were tuned by successive iterations: the GA/PSO, PMC/PSO and PBIL/PSO were consecutively executed, modifying the maximum number of iterations of the PSO into the range of (0-1000) and the size of population into . The best convergence rate was achieved for a population size of 30 particles and a maximum number of iterations equal to 200 for all cases as it is reported in Table 2 .
The values of the stopping criterion for the GA and PBIL algorithms were obtained by evaluating 100 times each optimization technique. This process was performed using the 69 bus system because it exhibits a larger solution space. Figure 7 reports the averaged number of iterations needed to reach eight different values of entropy within the range of (0.025-0.2) in steps of 0.025: points A, B, C and D corresponds to the objective function of the best individual. Point A is generated by the entropy values 0.200, 0.175 and 0.150; point B is generated by the entropy values 0.0125 and 0.100; point C is generated by the entropy values 0.075 and 0.050; and point D is generated by the entropy value 0.025. Points C and D show that reducing the entropy does not necessarily produce a reduction of the objective function value. Therefore, point B provides a satisfactory trade-off between the objective function value and the number of iterations. Then, the entropy value select for this application is 0.100. To provide a fair comparison between the PPBIL and the PMC, the maximum number of iterations for both parallel algorithms must be the same. Hence, the stopping criteria of the PMC was set equal to 10 iterations as reported in Figure 7 (point B) . Under the previous considerations, the stopping criteria for the GA, PBIL and PMC are equivalent: all the location algorithms have the opportunity to execute an adequate exploration of the solution space, it taking into account the different nature of the algorithms. Therefore, the parameters given in Table 1 enable a fair comparison between the performance of those location algorithms.
The algorithms were implemented in Matlab (2015a, MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA) using the Matpower tool to evaluate the load flows. The simulations were carried out on a Dell Precision T7600 Worstation that enables to fragment the processor into 12 cores. The simulation results of the test cases for both the 33 and 69 bus systems are summarized in Tables 3 and 4 . Those tables present the average reduction of both the power losses and voltage error, the average worse bus voltage profile and the average processing time of each technique after 20 executions.
33 Bus Test System
This test system is formed by 33 buses and 32 lines. The line diagram of this system is presented in Figure 9 , and the data of the line and bus demand were taken from [51] . This system has only one (main) generator with a total active and reactive power demand of 3.72 MW and 2.3 MVAr, respectively, and a voltage level of 12.66 kV. When the initial operating state of the system was analyzed, the power losses were found to be 0.2110 MW and the voltage square error was 0.1338 p.u. Those values were taken as reference to analyze the impact of the integration of DGs using the techniques under test. The detailed information of the branches and power demanded by the buses for this test system is reported in the Appendix A.1. Table 3 reports the performance of the methods in the reduction of active power losses and the improvement of voltage profiles for the three cases: installation of one, two or three DGs. For comparison and analysis purposes, Table 3 presents the following information from left to right: adopted method, location of the generators (buses), size of the generators (MW), power losses (MW), reduction of active power losses compared to the reference case (Without DGs), voltage square error (p.u.), reduction of the voltage square error compared to the reference case, worse bus voltage in the system and, finally, processing time of the algorithm. Figure 10 shows that PPBIL becomes the best solution as the exploration space grows. For Case 1, The PPBIL algorithm presents a minimum reduction of active power losses equal to 38.62%, which is the same obtained by the PMC, and just 1.69% lower than the best solution (GA). For Case 2, the PPBIL algorithm presents the second best solution, with a reduction of 57.20%, i.e., 0.73% higher than GA and 11.46% above LSF; in this case PMC is the best solution just by 0.03%. For Case 3, the PPBIL provides the best solution, with a reduction of 56.60%, i.e., 0.03% and 0.11% higher than PMC and GA, respectively, and 6.87% above LSF. Finally, it is noted that LSF provides a satisfactory performance for a small solution space, but it is outperformed by the optimization techniques as the solution space grows. Similarly, Figure 11 illustrates the impact of each method in the reduction of the voltage square error. In all the test cases, LSF produced the lowest impact on the reduction of the voltage square error. The PMC tied with the PPBIL in Case 1 for the best solution, but it is behind PPBIL in cases 2 and 3:
in Case 2 PPBIL is superior by 1.26% and in Case 3 PPBIL provides an additional reduction of 0.08%. The GA presents the best solution in Case 2, but it is behind PBIL in cases 1 and 3: in Case 1 PPBIL provides a 3.13% higher reduction, and in Case 2 PPBIL is 0.85% better. Based on the previous results, the PPBIL algorithm provides the best average results in terms of power losses reduction and voltage profile improvement. The effectiveness of the PPBIL algorithm in reducing the computation time is illustrated in Figure 12 , which shows that PPBIL outperforms both PMC and GA in all the testing cases. It is worth noting that a comparison with the LSF technique is not made because it does not contain an iterative convergence process, which would make a comparison with the optimization techniques unfair. The PPBIL presents a reduction in the computation time of: 30.94% with respect to GA and 34.60% with respect to PMC for Case 1, 44.35% with respect to GA and 20.20% with respect to PMC for Case 2, and 55.97% with respect to GA and 16.71% with respect to PMC for Case 3. Therefore, the PPBIL solution provides shorter processing times in all the cases. The techniques adopted in literature are traditionally aimed to force all the bus profiles to be as close as possible to the nominal voltage (1 p.u.) [4] . Therefore, the PPBIL, PMC, GA and LSF techniques must also comply such an objective. This is illustrated in Figure 13 , which presents the voltage profiles for Case 3, where those techniques introduce a positive impact on the voltage profiles. Moreover, the figure also put into evidence that the PPBIL algorithm exhibits the best voltage profiles. It is worth mentioning that Figure 13 is a classical representation of a power system that depicts the voltage profiles of the buses in the order defined by the line diagram of Figure 9 . This is the reason of the strong difference between the voltage profiles of buses 18 and 19: bus 19 is much closer to the main generator (Slack node 1), therefore it exhibits a lower voltage error in comparison with bus 18, which is at the end of the line diagram, i.e., it is subjected to larger distribution losses. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 The voltage losses in each node depicted in Figure 13 depend on the distance of the bus to the Slack node and on the power transmitted in the path leading to the node. Therefore, two nodes at the same distance could exhibit different voltage losses. To illustrate better the impact of the DGs designed by the solutions under tests, Figure 14 Figure 14 also reports the voltage profiles of the system accounting for the DGs designed by the four solutions under test, describing also the buses in which the DGs have been located and the size of each generator. The figure puts into evidence the improvement on the voltage profiles provided by each solution: the LSF is the technique with the worst performance, while both PMC and GA exhibit improvement on the 93.94% of the buses, finally PPBIL provides improvement on the 96.96% of the buses. Both parallel solutions (PPBIL and PMC) outperform GA, where PMC improves 72.72% of the buses voltage with respect to GA, and PPBIL improves 75.75% of the buses voltage also with respect to GA. Finally, PPBIL exhibits the best performance, since such an algorithm improves 66.66% of the buses voltage with respect to PMC.
Bus number
In conclusion, the PPBIL solution provides the best average voltage profiles, the lowest average power losses and the shorter processing times for this test system.
69 Bus Test System
This test system is formed by 69 buses and 68 lines following the line diagram presented in Figure 15 . The data about the line and bus demand for this example were taken from [51] . This system includes only one generator with a total active and reactive power demand of 3.80 MW and 2.69 MVAr, respectively, and a voltage level of 12.66 kV. The initial operating state of the system was analyzed to find power losses equal to 0.2421 MW and a voltage square error equal to 0.1379 p.u. The detailed information of the branches and power demanded by the buses for this test system is reported in the Appendix A.2. Table 4 summarizes the results of applying all the methods under test to the same three cases: installation of one, two or three DGs. Figure 16 shows the performance of those techniques in the reduction of power losses. In the figure it is observed that, as the exploration space grows, the PPBIL becomes the best solution: this algorithm presents a minimum reduction of active power losses of 55.33%, just 0.37% less than the best solution for Case 1 (GA). Instead, for both Case 2 and Case 3 the PPBIL solution provides the best global solution, e.g., 2.34% and 0.12% more than PMC and GA in Case 3, respectively. Moreover, PPBIL outperforms LSF in the three cases. Finally, PPBIL is the best solution in terms of averaged power losses reduction.
The impact of each method on the reduction of the voltage square error is illustrated in Figure 17 . Again, the PPBIL provides the averaged best performance: its lowest reduction was produced in Case 1 (66.57%), while the highest reduction was produced in Case 3 (82.89%), being the best solution for that case. In Case 2 the PPBIL was outperformed by the PMC in 1.93% and by the GA in 0.35%. Finally, it is worth mentioning that the difference between PPBIL and LSF is noticeable in all cases. The effectiveness of the PPBIL algorithm in reducing the computation time for the 69 bus test system is illustrated in Figure 18 , which makes evident that PPBIL outperforms both PMC and GA in all the cases. In particular, the PPBIL provides a reduction of the computation time in Case 1 equal to 27.02% in comparison with PMC, and equal to 44.49% in comparison with GA. For Case 2, the improvement of the PPBIL is equal to 18.51% (PMC) and 67.74% (GA), and for Case 3 the improvement of the PPBIL is equal to 5.43% (PMC) and 72.99% (GA). Therefore, the proposed PPBIL solution provides the shorter processing times. Figure 19 presents the voltage profiles for Case 3. As in the previous test system, all the techniques provide a positive impact on the operational aspects of the grid. However, the PPBIL algorithm provides superior voltage profiles for a larger number of buses.
LSF
Following the same analysis discussed for the test system with 33 buses, Figure 20 presents the voltage profiles of test system with the 69 buses ordered from best to worst bus voltage without accounting for DGs (reference case). The figure shows that LSF improves the lowest impact on the system voltages, while GA, PMC and PPBIL outperform LSF by 15.94%,15.94% and 82.60% of the buses voltage, respectively. Similarly, the PMC and PPBIL outperform GA in 7.24% y 73.91% of the buses voltage, respectively. Finally, the PPBIL solution improves the voltage profiles in the higher number of buses in comparison with the PMC, 73.91% in this case. In conclusion, the PPBIL algorithm is the one providing the best performance to the system in terms of voltage profiles. Figure 20 . Voltage profiles of test system with the 69 buses ordered from best to worst bus voltage without accounting for DGs.
Conclusions
This document has presented a parallelization of the PBIL algorithm, named PPBIL, to develop a hybrid PPBIL-PSO method for optimal location and sizing of DGs in electrical systems. The performance of the proposed method was evaluated with two test systems: 33 and 69 buses accounting for the installation of 1, 2 or 3 generators. The new technique was compared with the LSF, GA and PMC solutions, by using the same PSO for the sizing of the four location methods. Such a testing strategy has demonstrated the robustness and efficiency of the method proposed in this paper.
To evaluate the impact of the proposed method, three criteria were analyzed: reduction of active power losses, voltage square error and computation time. The results put into evidence that the PPBIL provides the best balance between processing time, voltage profiles and reduction of power losses in comparison with the PMC, GA and LSF solutions. In particular, the PPBIL provides shorter processing times, which enables to explore large solution spaces within practical times. However, the computation time of the PPBIL algorithm is closely related to the number of workers the processor can be fractionated into. This can be addressed by adopting GPUs as processing units, which allow hundreds of processes in parallel. Such an approach will reduce the convergence time and enable to expand the solution space by increasing the number of individuals in the population, thus making possible to find better solutions to the problem under analysis. 
